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MEDSTART GENERAL UMAT SKILLS GUIDE

First of all, congratulations. The very fact that you are reading this document proves your motivation
to succeed in the UMAT and, by extension, in your career.
You are about to embark on a journey of preparation for an exam unlike any you've taken to date. For
most, this journey is not easy. Tackling the UMAT will require not only adopting a new mindset, but
also disavowing many core principles of preparation for 'school' exams.
This guide is designed to be an active resource, in two senses. First, you'll get the most from this guide
by revisiting concepts regularly; it's not the kind of book you can read just once. Second, since the
goal is to cultivate active problem-solving skills, you won't be able to learn 'by osmosis'; you'll need to
be involved and invested in the work you're doing.
Regardless of whether you're already committed to a future in the health sciences or you're just
looking to expand your options, you've come to the right place.
Your journey starts here.

WHAT IS THE UMAT?

The UMAT stands for the Undergraduate Medicine and Health Sciences Admissions Test and was
adopted in 2003 into the medical-school admissions process for Australia and New Zealand.
Produced by the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER) and administered worldwide on
the last Wednesday of July every year, the UMAT exam is used in admissions for Medicine and other
courses by the ‘UMAT Consortium’ universities, listed below.

FORMAT OF THE UMAT

The UMAT is a multiple-choice exam, with four or five answer choices per problem and simple scoring
(every problem is 'weighted' the same). No marks are deducted for incorrect answers, so, of course,
you should never leave anything unanswered.
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SCOPE OF THE EXAM

The UMAT exam tests three different broad skill sets, or 'constructs'. Until 2012, these were distinct
groups of problems, each presented together in a single large cluster — with numerical labels that are
still in wide use:

Construct 1

Construct 2

Construct 3

Logical Reasoning and

Understanding People

Non-Verbal Reasoning

Problem Solving

Since 2013, all three constructs have been combined into a single, continuous, presentation of all 134
problems, with a 3-hour time limit. No longer are the three constructs presented separately — nor
are they officially numbered 1 through 3 anymore, although those labels are still used almost
universally in discussing the content.
Beyond reorganisation, there were no significant changes. In particular, the scope and content of the
material itself were unchanged.

.
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INTRODUCTION TO UMAT PREPARATION

We’re going to start with an exercise.

Yep... an exercise. Before we even go into any strategies or other material.
Ready?
Here we go: Before you read any further, please formulate your best possible answer to the following
question. Try to answer as concretely and specifically as possible, in simple words:

What is the UMAT?
Please note—The question is NOT 'What is the UMAT [and/or its results] used for?'. Your answer
should not directly mention medical-school admissions, since that process is not part of the test itself.
It may help, here, to consider the UMAT as a pastime in and of itself. For instance, picture the UMAT
as a computer, console, or mobile game—with no larger purpose or professional significance beyond
'beating your high score'.
What is this 'game'?
How does the gameplay work? What skills will high scorers have in common? What habits will help
'players' improve their marks? What are the primary challenges? How, objectively, do 'difficult' parts
of the game differ from 'easier' ones?
Most students 'preparing' for the UMAT have never considered this question in much depth, if at all.
Simply by putting genuine effort and depth of thought into this exercise, you'll be gaining a significant
advantage over all those other aspirants—before you even start the course!
Please WRITE your answer below. The following pages will explore these ideas, among others. You'll
benefit most from that discussion by occasionally flipping back to this page, and comparing your new
knowledge against your initial impressions.
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Now that you've given your own initial summary, let's explore the UMAT—first the basic nature of the
exam itself ('What is this exam?'), and then its fundamental purposes ('Why this particular exam, with
this particular format?')

IT'S A STANDARDISED TEST
OK... you knew that.
But what does that mean? What is a 'standardised' test? How does such an instrument differ from
others?
Any standardised test with integrity must satisfy three principal criteria, each of which should play a
significant role in shaping your test-taking strategies.

These are consistency, neutrality, and

objectivity.
Technically, the first of these (consistency) is all that's necessary for a test to be 'standardised'—but
any test lacking the other two (neutrality and objectivity) would be neither fair nor valuable.
It goes without saying, then, that the UMAT—an exam with the power to shape entire career paths—
will exhibit all three of these traits, without fail.
Let's look at these one by one.
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CONSISTENCY

'Standardised' tests are so called because they measure every test taker's performance against a
UNIFORM STANDARD—in two different ways:


The same scoring metric is used for ALL test takers;



Marks can be fairly compared across different administrations of the exam.

The first of these stands in obvious contrast to school grade-point averages, whose calculation and
interpretation can differ massively from one school to another (and sometimes even among curricular
'tracks' within the same school!).
This observation is far too general to determine (or discredit) any specific test-taking strategy—but
you'll need to keep it in mind during the rest of the medical-school application process. Specifically,
your UMAT scores will be the only aspect of your entire candidacy that can be directly compared
across the entire applicant pool. Literally everything else about your candidacy will be interpreted in
light of your personal circumstances—your scholastic history, your and your classmates'
socioeconomic profile, the resources available in your school itself and/or in the surrounding
metropolitan area, etc.
In simple terms, the UMAT is the one and only game that everyone is playing.
The second aspect of uniformity—permitting fair comparisons between different administrations of
the exam, given at different times and/or locations—has an important, and possibly surprising,
consequence: The overall difficulty of your UMAT administration—as compared to that of others—
is IRRELEVANT!
In other words, if YOUR 'form' of the UMAT is more difficult than others, this will NOT put you at a
disadvantage. Nor would your friend get any 'edge' if she/he happened to sit a somewhat easier
version of the exam.
In this case—since the exam is 'standardised'—you would receive a higher-than-usual 'standardised'
score for any given total of correct answers. For the same total number of correct responses, your
friend would be awarded a lower 'standardised' mark.1

As you may know, perfect (or even close-to-perfect) scores are vanishingly rare on the UMAT; essentially everyone will
answer some items incorrectly. This may be frustrating, especially if your school exams over the years have predominantly
been 'easy' (...so that you've had to become a perfectionist in order to excel).
1

Ironically, though, you should be grateful that the UMAT is structured this way (!!)—for the reasons just outlined.
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In terms of YOUR base mentality, the lesson here should be clear:
Never think about the 'difficulty' of the problems!
Remember, 'question difficulty' is utterly without significance in the big picture—since, as just
discussed, the standardisation of the exam specifically cancels out any potential effects of aggregate
difficulty.
Worse, if you're thinking at all about 'difficulty', you'll have significantly less brainpower available
for solving the problems! No matter what, you'll definitely need your FULL concentration—no
'multitasking'— to solve UMAT problems accurately and efficiently.
The other two qualities (neutrality and objectivity), as already mentioned, form the basis of this exam's
integrity.

If top UMAT scorers did routinely earn perfect scores, then, by definition, the top scorers on a more difficult UMAT
administration—who (in this hypothetical case) would have earned perfect scores on the 'hard' form—would simply be 'the
lucky ones' for having sat that particular version of the test... because it would be impossible for anyone taking the 'easier'
test to equal that performance. (Even a perfect score, on the 'easier' form, would equate to a less-than-perfect mark on the
'harder' one.)
The next time you're frustrated by how many problems you've gotten wrong in practice... keep this in mind! The fact that
everyone gets problems wrong is actually what keeps the exam fair across the board.
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NEUTRALITY

As noted under Consistency, a standardised test is fundamentally a tool for making comparisons across
a wide, diverse assortment of test takers. Such comparisons are only meaningful, however, insofar as
they are free of bias.
Most people tend to associate the word 'bias' specifically with demographic variables—race,
nationality, native language, socioeconomic stratum, etc.

And indeed, the UMAT is carefully

designed—as much as possible, anyway—so as to avoid inherently advantaging (or disadvantaging)
test takers from any specific demographic group.
The idea of neutrality as applied to the UMAT, though, extends far beyond demographics.
Your knowledge and learned skills, other than those specifically targeted by the UMAT, are
irrelevant!
...So what does this mean for you? Simply put, it means there's a whole lot of stuff that...


...you DON'T need to know,



...CAN'T help you even if you do know it, and



...may compete with NECESSARY things for your attention.

Here are just a few examples:


Algebra, trigonometry, and calculus—along with any other type of 'advanced' math—are
IRRELEVANT.
(Most math on the UMAT is arithmetic. You'll also need proficiency with percentages,
weighted averages, and basic probability... and that's about it.)



Factual knowledge of biology, anatomy, physiology, and/or other 'life sciences' is
IRRELEVANT.
(Ironically, if you have memorised a deep store of knowledge in these fields, in Construct 1
you may face the added annoyance of having to remember which facts the passages actually
TOLD you, versus which ones you just happened to know already!)



Technical jargon/terminology—other than the fundamentals of experimental science
(control, placebo, etc)—is IRRELEVANT.

To make a long story short, a whole lot of stuff is IRRELEVANT.
There's a solid reason why all of these things are IRRELEVANT, too.
MedStart: We get you into Medicine.
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THE UMAT IS DESIGNED TO COMPLEMENT SCHOOL TRANSCRIPTS!


The UMAT specifically targets skills that are NOT tested by school exams.



The UMAT avoids testing ANYTHING that's heavily tested in schools.

One immediate—and HUGELY important—consequence of these observations is that ANY method of
studying that's EFFECTIVE FOR SCHOOL ... will be INEFFECTIVE on the UMAT!
Really... ANY such method.
Given the heavy slant of school curricula toward memorisation and retention... the most important
SPECIFIC version of this takeaway is the following.
The UMAT is designed specifically to make memorised facts irrelevant.
This does not mean, however, that ALL types of memory are useless on this exam. There are at least
three other types of 'memory'—NOT rote retention of facts!—that will be absolutely crucial to your
success on the UMAT.
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3 KINDS OF MEMORY FOR THE UMAT
Functional memory (= recognising and applying CONCEPTS & PATTERNS)


Basic experimental roles (control, placebo, treatment, etc)



Appropriate statistics (when to use proportions, absolute numbers, etc)



'Trajectories'/'footprints' (in C3 problems with stepwise transformations)

Procedural memory (= memorising, following and executing PROTOCOLS)


Ordering the constructs / problem types according to your own strengths



Performing trial and error (e.g., for Pick the Middle) in a sensible sequence



Performing multi-step calculations (e.g., weighted averages, probabilities)

Automatic processing (= the mental analogue of 'muscle memory')


Doing arithmetic calculations



Practicing high-yield trial & error procedures (for C3) until they're 'instinctual'



Developing an accurate intuition for how the test works

At this point it's worth repeating, just for emphasis, that the UMAT will NEVER test your ability to
RECALL MEMORISED FACTS.
What this means for you should be clear:
If you ever do memorise something as a fact... then, IN THAT FORM, it's useless!
To derive any practical utility from that fact, you'll need to absorb it in one of the three ways listed
above.
Perhaps the most common 'offense' in this regard is a tendency to memorise definitions. For instance,
some students will study the verbal definitions of terms like 'control' and 'placebo'—literally, the
actual words that would appear in a science book defining those terms for the first time—until they've
committed those definitions, verbatim, to long-term memory.
The problem, of course, is that this storehouse of knowledge has almost NO chance of actually being
useful!
Verbal definitions are uncomfortably abstract, difficult to apply, and—in most cases—far more
complicated than the actual concepts they represent. (If you don't immediately agree that this is the
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case... well... you do know what a scientific experiment is, right? Now try to produce a definition of
'scientific experiment'. Talk about unnecessary difficulty!)
If you find yourself unwittingly memorising definitions—or any other facts—then consider how you
could TRANSFORM those memorised facts/definitions to fit one of the USEFUL types of 'memory'
listed above.
For instance, rather than memorising the definition of a 'control group'... just make sure you can
actually RECOGNISE the 'control group' when an experiment is described. Or design your own
experiment that includes a 'control group'. (Or, even better, both!)
As far as the skills that the UMAT DOES target—You'll discover those as you treat each Construct
individually. For now, just make sure you have a firm handle on what ISN'T tested on this exam—and
why not.
And that brings us to the last of those three fundamental qualities of a good, fair standardised test:
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OBJECTIVITY

This one is actually quite simple to express in words:
EVERY UMAT question will have ONE, AND ONLY ONE, CORRECT ANSWER.
The OTHER answers will all be INCORRECT.
Well, that certainly sounds obvious, doesn't it?
In those words, it probably does.
BUT...
A lot of UMAT aspirants seem to believe otherwise. A WHOLE lot of them, in fact. Perhaps even most
of them.
Many test takers—mistakenly—think their job is to pick 'somewhat better' answers over 'somewhat
worse' ones.
Some expect to be given problems whose answers are all flawed, and asked to choose the 'least bad'
option.
Most outlandishly of all, a handful have even speculated that Construct 2 answers might be
'crowdsourced'—in other words, that the problem authors don't actually designate any choice as the
right one (!!), and that they simply 'throw the problem into the crowd' and label the choice with the
most votes as 'correct'!
(This would be a truly bizarre way to create any exam or quiz, even a totally frivolous one—let alone
an exam of such outsized importance. Rest assured, this is not how any standardised test, anywhere,
is, ever has been, or ever will be created.)
...OK.
Now that we've gotten the myths out of the way (...and, hopefully, gotten a few welcome laughs out
of the last one!), let's talk about how the questions DO work.
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Every correct answer will be substantiated by evidence!
The type of evidence—and how it's used to arrive at the answer—can vary greatly, of course.
Absolutely no matter what, though, you'll be able to POINT YOUR FINGER at EVIDENCE THAT
OBJECTIVELY supports the correct answer.
For Construct 1 or Construct 3, this notion won't raise many eyebrows.


In Construct 1, the material is entirely factual, analytical, and/or numerical in nature—in
other words, completely impersonal. (Some C1 passages do mention 'opposing points of view',
but, even then, those still aren't personal standpoints; they're just competing hypotheses,
which will be objectively strengthened, weakened, and/or unaffected by the supplemental
information/observations.)



The patterns that underlie Construct 3 are simple visual relationships. (Complexity is
achieved by 'layering' lots and lots of these simple relationships in a single figure—but, even
then, the individual relationships remain simple.)

Subjectivity, in other words, isn't even possible in construct 1 or 3. So it's little wonder that the
solutions to those constructs are objective.
What does surprise people, though, is that Construct 2 solutions are every bit as objectively justified
as those for the other two constructs—even though the subject material itself deals with emotions,
intentions, insinuations, and basically just subjectivity all 'round.
As for HOW it's possible to make objective test questions about subjective phenomena, our treatment
of construct 2 will explore that in copious detail.
(Long story made short: Multiple-choice is key. Even in a passage that's entirely about feelings, it's
still straightforward to write 1 answer choice that agrees with the words on the page and 3 answer
choices that don't.)
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RECAP: WHAT IS THE UMAT?


The UMAT is designed to add value to school transcripts, without duplicating anything the
transcripts already convey.



The UMAT derives much of its importance from being the only metric on which ALL medicalschool applicants can be mutually compared.



Even if your UMAT administration is unusually easy or difficult, your scores will be unaffected.
So, it's pointless ever to think about 'difficulty levels'. Focus on solving the problems!



The UMAT is specifically designed to make 'school knowledge'—as well as memorised facts
more generally—irrelevant. Conversely, the UMAT's target skill set is rarely, if ever, tested by
typical school curricula.



Each UMAT question will have one objectively correct answer. The other answers will be
objectively incorrect/unsupported.
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EVOLUTION OF YOUR STUDIES

Let's say you've been selected to appear, 6 months from now, as a ballroom-dance contestant on
reality TV. Furthermore, let's say you have absolutely no background at all in ballroom dance.
So... you have 6 months.
Within that time, you'll have to accomplish the following:


First, of course, you'll need to learn the dance steps.
o

At the very beginning, you'll be learning—and practicing—steps one at a time.

o

Once you're decently comfortable with, and proficient at, a certain number of
individual steps, you can start to integrate them—thus creating the beginnings of a
choreographed routine.



Only after you've thoroughly mastered any individual dance step will you worry at all about
executing that step in tempo.
o

In other words, these 2 aspects of skill acquisition are strictly separate: (1) skill
improvement, and (2) efficiency improvement.



Eventually, as the competition draws near, you'll enter a transition period—during which
you'll be finishing the process of learning and integrating the dance steps, and, simultaneously,
starting to build a competition-day routine.



Finally, when the day of the competition is nearly at hand, the day will arrive when 'it is what
it is' as far as your skill set is concerned—in other words, after which you make NO further
effort to keep improving the dance steps themselves.
o

From this point onward, ALL of your effort will go toward solidifying your
competition-day routine. If you were to continue trying to improve individual dance
steps, you'd realize, the ultimate effect on your performance would be negative—
since you would never have a stabilised skill set with which you could create a
comfortable, well-practised routine.
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The 'dance competition' progression just described presents a trenchant analogy—on several
different levels—for how your UMAT studies should progress, from day one until the day of the exam.
It should be clear what most of the specific elements in the dance analogy are meant to stand for (e.g.,
'dance steps' most closely represent single problem types). Still, a couple of the most major points
bear repeating, purely for emphasis:


The problem-solving skills you'll need for this test—like any other set of learned skills—should
first be learned one at a time, with a large volume of repetitive practice to reinforce and
solidify them.





Skill building and efficiency improvement CANNOT be done simultaneously. In other words:
o

FIRST, get BETTER at a skill;

o

THEN, get FASTER at it.

o

You CANNOT do BOTH of these at the same time!

As test day looms closer, you should place diminishing emphasis on improvement—and,
correspondingly, increasing emphasis on establishing an overall rhythm for the exam as a
whole.



You should pick a 'cut-off time'—say, two weeks before test day—after which you will no
longer work AT ALL on improving your skill set!
o

From this point onward, ALL of your practice should be geared toward establishing a
comfortable rhythm for the overall task of the entire UMAT... including disengaging
from problems on which you get 'stuck' and moving on in a timely fashion!
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MANAGING YOUR TIME

Regardless of how much (or how little) experience you might have with the UMAT, you almost
certainly know that time pressure plays a significant role. Accordingly, you'll need to learn time
management, to deal with that pressure.
Before any meaningful discussion of time management can take place, however, it's important to note
that 'time management' actually comprises two separate skill sets.

INCREASING TEMPO

If you can learn to execute problem-solving processes faster and/or more efficiently, you'll effectively
give yourself a 'time bonus'.

ELIMINATING WASTE
School grading systems tend to promote certain time-wasting habits; your own personal tendencies
may create others. If you have any such habits, it will almost certainly be more important for you to
dislodge these than to 'get faster'.
The first of these should be self-explanatory: The less time it takes you to do something, the more
time you'll have left for everything else.
A faster tempo, however, NEVER justifies work that's sloppy, hurried, or generally done with less-thanadequate due diligence.
Accuracy should never be sacrificed for the sake of speed!
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TIME WASTING HABITS

As for 'eliminating waste', there are at least three different kinds of time-wasting habits that might be
undermining your success.
Time-Wasting Habit No. 1
You might keep 'working' after you've stopped making genuine progress — sometimes long
afterward, in the worst case. More often than not, this habit goes hand-in-hand with a failure to
recognise, or else to admit, that you actually ARE 'stuck'.

Note the quote marks around 'working'. The problem, fundamentally, is that these extra steps aren't
even 'work'; they're just random acts of desperation.
If you do have this habit, you probably have it only when taking tests. While doing just about anything
else in life, you almost certainly don't do the same sort of thinge
Say, for instance, you're assembling a piece of furniture. If you just don't know where the next piece
goes, or where to drive the next nail, then you'll know you don't — and you'll STOP building, until you
either get help or figure it out. You wouldn't start nailing random pieces of wood together in random
configurations, hoping that those desperate efforts would yield a legitimate piece of furniture!
Where could such a maladaptive habit possibly come from? Well, from years and years and years of
'partial credit' on school exams, that's where.
Partial credit creates a concrete incentive to keep doing aimless, random 'work' in the hope of
securing a few extra points — whether as a reward for the 'effort', or simply because, by pure luck,
you happen to guess [some of] the correct steps. Moreover, the existence of partial credit specifically
punishes test takers who honestly admit when they've become 'stuck' and who stop AT that point
— as you'd do upon reaching an impasse in basically any real-life endeavour.
In the worst case, you may find that all those years of partial credit have eroded your ability to even
recognise when you've become 'stuck'.
Imagine reaching a point at which you just can't figure out the next step, while building furniture. That
you had reached such a point would be quite clear — and you would make this realisation very quickly
(...either right away, or after going through a 'checklist' of possibilities and coming up empty).
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Time-Wasting Habit No. 2
If some approach fails, you might try the SAME approach AGAIN.

You need to IMPORT these SAME habits into the UMAT! When you get 'stuck', you need to KNOW
you're 'stuck' — just as clearly, and just as quickly, as in 'real life'.
If you're a computer programmer, this sort of thing is an indispensable part of debugging. (If a
program crashes... do the same thing five more times, and see whether you get five more crashes!)
The UMAT, however, is not an exercise in debugging code — nor do you have the time to approach it
as though it were.
If you've tried some approach to a problem without success, then — as unpalatable as this fact may
be — if you try the same approach again, it is overwhelmingly likely to fail again.
(Even if you were using a viable method, but simply made a careless mistake... unfortunately, if you
retry the same method, you'll be VERY likely to repeat your error! Such is the human mind: The steps
you executed the first time — errors and all — tend to be 'imprinted' for some time.)
If at first you don't succeed, try doing something else.
...And if you genuinely can't think of anything else, then, don't fall prey to Time-Wasting Habit no. 1.
Make a guess and move on!
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Time-Wasting Habit No. 3
When you do need to guess, you may waste time 'deliberating' among the choices that remain
— or even just staring at the screen because you're so uncomfortable with the notion of making
a random guess.
As discussed under Time-Wasting Habit no. 1... The amount of time that should pass between 'I'm
stuck; I can't think of anything else to try' and 'Time to make a guess' is zero seconds.
This time we're talking about the period between 'Time to make a guess' and actually making that
guess. This interval, too, should be exactly zero seconds.
When it comes to random guessing, the thing to keep in mind is this: Random guesses are random!
That's obvious, of course, but think about the logical consequences. Specifically, ANY random guess
is just as good (...or as bad!) as ANY OTHER!
If you're guessing at random, NO option will EVER be 'better' or 'worse' than any other option.
Therefore, any time you spend 'deliberating' among those options — and/or simply staring helplessly
at the screen — before guessing is 0.000% productive and 100.000% wasted.
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MANAGING YOUR TIME MANAGEMENT

Good time management will, of course, be crucial to your success on the UMAT. But, remember, your
preparation will go through distinct stages — as should your priorities with regard to time
management.
Recall the 'ballroom dance' analogy presented earlier. Among the major lessons from that analogy
was that you need to MASTER a skill BEFORE focusing ANY conscious attention on increasing the
TEMPO of that skill.
With dance steps, this should be obvious. If you try to 'speed up' dance steps that you haven't yet
mastered, the end result will be sloppy, ungraceful, and just all-around ugly — and, worse, your bad
habits will likely become PERMANENT! Any corrections you need to make, must be made at a very
slow, deliberate tempo.
The same is true for your UMAT skills. As already noted, you should never sacrifice accuracy for the
sake of speed — a lesson with clear consequences for the 'tempo' aspect of time management.2
The other component of time management, however — the elimination of waste — is something you
should CONSTANTLY reinforce AT ALL TIMES.
Even if you're just making your first steps into a new skill (...such as the 'protocols' for Pick the Middle
in Construct 3, which will likely be very slow and painstaking at first), you should still hold yourself to
positively draconian standards when it comes to not wasting time.

The word 'tempo' — as contrasted with 'speed' — has been chosen very deliberately here. Hopefully, this choice of words
should reinforce the idea of technical precision that is NEVER 'hurried' or 'frantic', even if the performer(s) can reach
blindingly fast speeds.
2
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RECAP: MANAGING YOUR TIME MANAGEMENT


Increasing Tempo

o As long as you are still LEARNING or IMPROVING a skill, you should COMPLETELY
IGNORE this aspect of time management. Just as with dance steps, you should go AS
SLOWLY AS NECESSARY to GET IT RIGHT.
o


Turn your attention to tempo ONLY for skills you've MASTERED without timing.

Eliminating Waste

o Do not tolerate ANY of the 3 time-wasting habits — to ANY extent, EVER.
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TRAINING YOURSELF TO STOP WASTING TIME

We've identified three different ways in which test takers squander precious time — and, just now,
we've noted the importance of obliterating these habits COMPLETELY, at ALL times.
The next question, then, is... How?
What can you DO to 'train away' these habits — which may be the result of years and years of
reinforcement and incentives (as in the case of habit no. 1 and 'partial credit'), or which may even
reflect certain fundamental aspects of your personality?
First and foremost, you must appreciate the importance of mindfulness, humility, and adaptability.
In other words, you'll just have to open your eyes — and your mind — to how this exam works, and
ACCEPT the fact that many of your longstanding test-taking habits, no matter how much success
they've given you in school, are maladaptive on THIS exam.
You'll need to be willing — and eager — to play ACER's game, by ACER's rules. And you'll need to be
flexible — and humble — enough to ditch test-taking habits you may have practiced for years.
Also, the first step in addressing any bad habits you do have is INTROSPECTION.
Bad habit no. 1, if you have it, is almost certainly the result of all those years of 'partial credit'
incentives (combined with disincentives to STOP working, even if you do recognise that you're 'stuck').
If you have either of the other two habits, though... you'll need to explore your own psychology to
figure out WHY.
The reasons may go well beyond your scholastic history; you might even be able to trace these habits
back to formative early-childhood experiences. Whatever the ultimate reasons might be, though, you
need to do your best to find out what they are. You can't defeat the enemy if you don't even know
who the enemy is!
__
With the above priorities in mind, you'll be better positioned to swap your old, time-wasting habits
for new, more efficient ones.
New habits, though, must be trained and practiced. Even if you fully appreciate the necessity of some
new mindset, you won't be able to adopt it without systematic reinforcement.
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To that end, here are some concrete ways to help fight these habits — at least the first and last ones.
(Defeating habit no. 2 is a matter of pure mindfulness: you simply must become convinced, by hook
or by crook, that re-trying the same method more than once is a waste of your time.)
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Time-Wasting Habit No. 1 (to train yourself to quit when you're stuck):
Talk out loud through your problem-solving process!
Imagine you're recording a 'video solution', to be presented on YouTube or another such site.
If you've seen 'video solutions' before — anything from actual UMAT problem solutions, to Khan
Academy videos, to make-up tutorials, to DIY woodworking instructions — you'll know what this
entails: You need to EXPLAIN EVERY STEP of what you do.
You should explain not only what you're doing, but also WHY you're doing it.


What is the ultimate goal?



How does this step bring you closer to that goal?



If the goal can be broken into components or sub-goals, which component(s) does this step
address?

And so on.
It should be clear why NARRATING YOUR WORK OUT LOUD is so effective against this particular bad
habit:
When you don't know what to say anymore... You're stuck!

If you're 'working' in silence — especially if you typically tend to fill up your test papers with random
steps, all the way to the bitter end, in the hope of wringing as many partial-credit points out of them
as possible — you can easily dupe yourself into thinking you're still 'making progress', in some vague
sense.
If you're narrating all of your steps aloud, though, it should become impossible for you to fool yourself
this way. The distinction should become black-and-white: Either you can SAY what you're doing —
AND why you're doing it — or you can't. If you can't, it's time to stop. End of story.
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And of course...

If you're talking out loud through your process, do not time yourself!

Obviously, you're going to work more slowly if you're narrating everything you do (...especially if, like
most people without extensive teaching experience, you can't do the steps WHILE narrating them).
The point of this activity is ENTIRELY to enhance your awareness of when you've become 'stuck', and
when to STOP. This particular mindfulness has nothing to do with timing, so, don't worry about
minutes and seconds while reinforcing it.
If you still can't completely shake the tendency to do random 'work' before quitting, you can also try
this:


Set an alarm to beep at regular intervals (e.g., every 15 or 20 seconds).



Whenever the alarm beeps, write down all the choices you have remaining — i.e., anything
you haven't eliminated. (Do NOT guess from among these. For instance, if you've eliminated
only choice D out of five options, then write 'ABCE'.)



As long as you have this bad habit, you'll find yourself writing down the same letters, multiple
times, before you finally quit the problem.

The point here is to amass visual evidence that 'desperation work' doesn't pay off. If you combine
this activity with the 'talk out loud' approach above, you should be well on your way to dislodging this
stubborn habit.
And now, let's focus our crosshairs on that other stubborn habit.
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Time-Wasting Habit No. 3 (to train yourself to guess with no hesitation):
Make up rules for random guessing!
As noted previously, literally ANY 'method' of random guessing is exactly as good (or as bad!) as ANY
other one.
In other words, ALL 'rules' for random guessing are equivalent, on average, in terms of potential
payoffs. Effectively, there are no 'good' or 'bad' ways to make random guesses — unless some ways
take YOU longer than others. In THAT case, the FASTER your guessing method, the BETTER.
Here are a few sample 'rules' that you could use:


Pick the first choice you haven't eliminated.



Pick the last choice you haven't eliminated.



Alternate between the two 'rules' above.



Make up words or sentences using only the answer-choice letters (e.g., A BAD BABE DABBED
A CAB), and spell them out with your random guesses (skipping letters for choices you've
eliminated).

The possibilities are endless — and with a 'rule' like the last one, you might even be able to make
random guessing fun!
No matter what, though, just keep your rules SIMPLE.3 Remember, the point is to produce random
guesses in precisely zero seconds each.
Just one more essential bit on procedure and priorities, and we'll be ready to start hitting the specific
constructs.

For a good example of this kind of thing in action, consider rounding conventions.
Technically, the digit '5' — if it's not followed by any other nonzero digits — should be rounded up or down at random, since
it's exactly halfway between the two results. (E.g., if you wish to round 0.85 to the nearest tenth, then either 0.8 or 0.9 could
be the 'nearest' tenth; each differs from the original by precisely 0.05 units.)
However, you've probably memorised a very simple convention — simply round all '5's up — which lets you make all of those
'decisions' with no hesitation whatsoever.
3
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THE ART OF SIMULATION —VS— THE SCIENCE OF REVIEW

The first thing you need to know about these two things ... is that they're two things.

Far too many students labor under the misapprehension that 'review' just means re-doing problems
— more often than not, with exactly the same procedure they used the first time.
...Nope.
__
Another analogy should be helpful here.
Say you're an athlete. Your strength and speed are both exceptional, but you have an appalling lack
of flexibility — so bad as to predispose you to injury.
What would you prioritise on match day?
How about in training between matches?
Hopefully, you gave dramatically different — in fact, essentially opposite — answers to the above
questions:


On game day, you should showcase your strengths. You and your team should formulate a
'playbook' that leverages your remarkable speed and strength to the fullest extent possible.



In training, on the other hand, you should focus predominantly on your weaknesses. In this
case, you should clearly designate stretching/flexibility exercises as your no. 1 priority.

Furthermore, this contrast might seem 'obvious' to you — to such an extent that you'd find any other
set of priorities absurd.
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The take-home points from this analogy are clear:
On test day
and, therefore, during any simulation of testing conditions — you should prioritise


methods at which you're proficient



methods with which you've historically had consistent success



methods you like better, and/or are more comfortable with

While studying and learning
i.e., NOT under testing conditions — you should focus mostly on...


methods you struggle to understand or execute



methods you've had difficulty applying to problems



methods you dislike, and/or for which you lack intuition

This distinction is ESPECIALLY relevant to construct 3, in which most problems admit multiple
approaches (to at least some extent).
Constructs 1 and 2, by contrast, contain many problems that can only be solved in one way. But even
in those constructs, multiple approaches may still be possible — and one of the most important goals
of review is to FIND them!
And there's one more crucial aspect of review, which, honestly, most students tend to neglect:
You should spend SIGNIFICANT TIME reviewing 'EASY' problems!
For reasons that can largely be summed up by the adjective 'aspirational', most students typically
spend little — if any — time studying the problems they found 'easy'.
Those problems deserve your attention, though, for the simplest reason imaginable: The things YOU
did on those problems ... WORKED!
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As trivial as it may sound, this is the key to eventually solving HARD problems:


Analyze the methods that WORKED on 'easy' problems.



Try to spell out your procedure EXPLICITLY.



o

Point out any clues that 'told' you what to do.

o

Document your procedure, step by step.

GENERALISE both of these — recognition and execution — as much as you can.

One hallmark of the UMAT is that 'harder' problems almost NEVER involve greater conceptual
difficulty.
In other words, the CONTENT of 'harder' problems typically isn't any harder than that of 'easier'
problems.
Instead, the added 'difficulty' tends to come from greater complexity — that is, applying the SAME
concepts, but ...
... more times within the same problem,
... to 'scarier' or less simple-looking components, and/or
... with distractions tossed into the mix.
Regardless, the most important take-home point is that ALL UMAT problems — regardless of difficulty
level — are fundamentally based on the same concepts and skills.
More generally, you'll get the most from your review by segregating it into 'challenge buckets' as
described on the next page.
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'TRAFFIC LIGHTS'

As just noted, 'easy' problems — defined as problems that did not challenge YOU in any significant
way4 — will be your best source material for devising strategies that actually work.
But, of course, not all problems are easy!
To optimise the value of your review, divide problems up into 3 'buckets', defined by the colours on
a traffic signal.

'GREEN LIGHT'
This 'bucket' is for problems you solved easily, confidently, efficiently, and without hesitation.

'YELLOW LIGHT'

This 'bucket' is for problems that MOSTLY went well, but that contained ONE OR TWO SPECIFIC
'sticking points' or 'stumbling blocks'. (These may have actually caused you to get the problem wrong
— or they may have just made you hesitate for more than a moment. Or perhaps your first approach
failed, and you needed a 'reserve' strategy to solve the problem.)

'RED LIGHT'

If you could not reasonably solve a problem without being walked through the major steps of the
procedure (e.g., reading through an answer key, step by step, and 'mmhmm'ing at each step), then,
the problem belongs in this 'bucket'.
Each 'bucket' of problems should play a different role in your studies.

This is the ONLY way you should ever define 'difficulty levels'. Any problem that fails to challenge YOU is 'easy' — even if
the entire rest of the world finds it insanely difficult. And vice versa.
4
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STUDY PRIORITIES FOR THE 3 'COLOURS'

Here's what you should do with the different 'buckets' of problems, LATER (NOT directly after solving
them!):

'GREEN LIGHT'

As mentioned above:


Document the strategies you used, as well as the clues 'telling' you to use them.



Generalise these 'takeaways' as much as you can.



Apply these lessons to OTHER problems.

'YELLOW LIGHT'

By definition, these problems expose specific weaknesses or areas that need attention.


Document the SPECIFIC 'stumbling block(s)' that made you hesitate or go wrong.



Derive an 'IF/THEN' ('stimulus/response') LESSON from each one.



'Next time I see _____________, I should _____________'



Drill these lessons by finding other problems to which they apply.

'RED LIGHT'


LEAVE THESE PROBLEMS ALONE!



If you study these NOW—while they're still 'red'—you'll be WASTING them!



Return to these problems LATER.



When they've become 'yellow light' (because you've improved!), THEN derive take-away
points as described above.

Far too many students 'review' by following answer keys / other people's explanations for all the 'red
light' problems, and just repeating those problems endlessly until they've memorised the entire
problems.
Are YOU one of them?
If so, the bad news is that this kind of 'studying' is worthless — and, worse, you're burning the most
challenging problems for fuel.
The good news, on the other hand, is that there's nowhere to go but up — and you could go quite far
up indeed, if you're willing to tear down your entire study structure and replace it with one that works.
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PHYSICAL TECHNIQUES

There are several simple physical techniques that can assist you in maximising your UMAT
performance.

UNDERLINING

Underlining is extremely beneficial in the UMAT exam. You should get into the habit of underlining
key lines in the passage, qualifiers in the question stem and any unusual terms you might encounter.
This will assist in concentration (ensuring you are actively reading the passage), memory and
understanding. It will also help avoid the near universal situation of forgetting the ‘not’ or another
qualifier present in a question stem.

TRACKING
This might seem trivial, but it is a highly underrated physical technique. Tracking involves using your
pencil tip to follow across the line that you are reading.
Tracking is important for a couple of reasons:
1. It assists in concentration, making it more difficult to ‘zone out’ during the three hour long
exam
2. It assists in ensuring that you have read every word and have not missed important quantity
modifiers or other qualifiers.
Tracking is great for improving concentration well beyond the improvements that come from having
a visual aid when reading passages.
If you make the habit of tracking as much as possible whenever you are studying (both for the UMAT
and for schoolwork), you will associate tracking with a mindset of concentration. Eventually, you will
‘classically condition’ yourself to actually concentrate when you start tracking.

CROSS OUT INCORRECT ANSWER OPTIONS
This warrants a separate heading because time and time again students fail to do this.
Once you find an answer option that cannot be the correct one, cross out the answer option.
Oftentimes, the ‘best’ and hence correct answer option will not be 100% correct. This leads to the
temptation of reconsidering the other answer options to ‘double check’, wasting valuable time.
Crossing out the definitively incorrect answer options will abolish this temptation.
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'BUBBLE' ANSWERS EFFICIENTLY

MOST test takers are shockingly inefficient at transferring answers to the 'bubbles' on the answer
sheet.
In fact, MOST people taking this exam follow exactly the WORST possible protocol here: 'bubbling'
one answer at a time.
By so doing, these test takers are forcing themselves to shift their gaze — and 'get re-oriented' —
twice per problem (!!): from the test booklet to the answer sheet, then back again.
You'd be ill advised to ignore the cumulative effect of all these visual transfers. In fact, if you aren't
finishing the test, THIS is almost certainly the SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT REASON why you aren't.
If you go to the answer sheet and FILL A 'BUBBLE' AFTER EVERY INDIVIDUAL PROBLEM, you are
THROWING AWAY AT LEAST 15-20 MINUTES — and possibly much more!
If you don't believe this, just calculate it yourself. Even if you take just four seconds to find your place
and move your hand into position, the act of 'bubbling' individual answers still wastes a total of eight
seconds per problem: 4 seconds from the booklet/scratch paper to the answer sheet, and 4 more
seconds back. Eight seconds times 134 problems is almost 18 minutes ... of completely wasted time.
...And that's if you waste only four seconds in each direction.
If you have to physically rearrange your papers to mark the bubbles — e.g., if you have to slide your
scratch paper and/or answer sheet into position (or, even worse, if you keep one of these under the
other, thus forcing yourself to 'shuffle the stack' twice per problem), in addition to just moving your
hand — then you'll definitely need more than four seconds for each 'transfer'.
If it takes you six seconds each way... bye-bye, 27 minutes.
If it takes you eight seconds each way... so long, 36 minutes... it was nice knowing ya.
You might think it's crazy to think that the single best way to become more efficient at this exam is
something as unimpressive as changing how you bubble your answers... but, however crazy that may
seem, it's absolutely true.
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Using your Answer Sheet Efficiently


When you finish a problem, WRITE THE LETTER of your chosen answer DIRECTLY NEXT TO
THE PROBLEM NUMBER, in the test booklet.
o

Write the letters to the left of the problem numbers, since that space should originally
be blank.



WAIT until you've done this for an ENTIRE PAGE SPREAD (= 2 facing pages) before using your
answer sheet.



TRANSFER your answers from those TWO ENTIRE PAGES to the 'bubbles', ALL AT ONCE.

Not only will this protocol save you a truly astounding amount of time — it will also virtually eliminate
any chance of the dreaded 'line skip'.
Every move between the test booklet and the answer sheet is another chance to accidentally skip a
line. So, by going back and forth far less often, you're cutting out 80-90% of potential 'line skips'. On
top of that, by writing the letters of your choices directly next to the numbers, you're also reinforcing
the correct numbers in your mind — even further reducing the possibility of a catastrophic mistake.
Even if you're running low on time, you should NOT change this protocol. Just wait until you have 12 minutes remaining. At that point, transfer all your answers from the pages where you're currently
working — and then fill random bubbles for any problems you don't have time to try.
Remember, there's no 'penalty' or 'correction' for wrong answers — so you should NEVER leave
ANYTHING blank!
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FIRST THINGS FIRST (...AND LAST THINGS LAST)

Let's talk about the order in which you should solve the problems.

As you may know, the default order of the problems — that is, the literal sequence of problems, from
'first' to 'last' — changed markedly when the UMAT was updated from the old, printed format to the
new, computerised one.
The paper UMAT presented each individual construct as a single, unbroken series of consecutive
problems. The terms 'construct 1', 'construct 2' and 'construct 3' — reflecting the ordering of the
paper UMAT — are relics of this older structure. The computerised UMAT, by contrast, throws
everything together — more of everything, in fact (there are now 134 problems, compared to the
previous 122) — into one giant hodgepodge.
This 'scrambling' of the new UMAT is not complete. When there are multiple problems for the same
source material — as in much of construct 1 and all of construct 2 — those problems are, of course,
presented together.
More interestingly, the rest of the problems — the 'singletons' of construct 1, and everything from
construct 3 — also appear in single-construct 'batches' of three to six. Though no official rationale has
been provided, the most likely purpose is simply to homogenise this 'rhythm' across all three
constructs.
This new ordering is, to put it simply, strange. So strange, in fact, that it has no precedent on any of
the world's other major standardised tests (many of which 'scramble' problem types within each
construct — but none of which 'shuffle together' problems from distinct constructs).
And not only is it strange, but it's almost certainly bad for you. The vast majority of people get better
results from sustained attention to one task at a time — the 'assembly-line approach' — than from
trying to 'boomerang' back and forth among different strategies and modes of thinking.
Fortunately, you are not 'locked into' the numerical sequence of problems on the computerised
UMAT. Like the printed version, the new UMAT lets you skip, revisit, and/or change your answers to
any problem at any time — thus permitting you to tackle the problems in any order you want.
The question, then, is ... What order do you want?
Well... it depends. Depends on what? Let's discuss.
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PERSONAL STRENGTHS

Perhaps most obviously, your own skill set is important here.
Be keenly aware of your strong and weak points!
For most people, and most activities, proficiency goes hand-in-hand with efficiency. In other words,
if you're good at something, you're usually fast at it, too.
Of course, this is not true of everything that people do. (Master artisans, for instance, almost never
work particularly quickly.)
The exceptions, though, invariably involve feats of truly extraordinary skill, complexity, and/or
precision — in other words, activities that are nothing like UMAT problems. On this exam, you can
rest assured that performance and speed are correlated.

OVERALL PACING

Good time management is crucial for anyone taking the UMAT — but, just as for any other human
endeavour, some people are simply faster on average. Accordingly, the time constraint will 'weigh
more heavily' on some test takers than on others.
The more trouble you have finishing the exam, the more you will benefit from going in the 'right'
order.
As for exactly what 'the right order' is, that will be discussed shortly.

INDIVIDUAL UNIVERSITY STIPULATIONS

Some medical schools give each construct a different 'weight' in the admissions process — sometimes
literally (as actual coefficients in a numerical formula), sometimes more figuratively.
If your 'short list' includes any school(s) known to interpret UMAT scores in such a way, you should
take those 'weights' into account in planning your own strategy.
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LEARNING MODALITIES

Imagine you need driving directions for a decently long trip. How would you rank the following, in
order of preference?


You can look over written directions — purely in words, with no visual aids;



You can see a map of the route, with visual indications of turns and other 'steps';



You can get detailed oral directions (without taking any notes);



You can go for a ride along the route, and then recollect what you can.

(No matter what, you must rely on memory when it's your turn to drive. In other words, in the first
and second options, you can't consult the directions/map as you drive.)
These four options correspond to four different 'modalities' of learning and retention:


Written directions

—>

Verbal ('visuolinguistic') learning



Map

—>

Visual ('visuospatial') learning



Oral directions

—>

Auditory learning



Go for a ride

—>

Hands-on ('kinesthetic') learning

As we'll explain shortly, your preferences among these 'modalities' should help you choose an
appropriate order for the constructs (and also, to some extent, of the problems within certain
constructs).

CONSISTENCY

The more your testing conditions resemble your study environment, the better you're likely to
perform on the test. (Not only is this a universal feature of human psychology, but it's also remarkably
strong. Studies even show that, if you were to do most of your studying while drunk, you'd actually
score higher if you got drunk for the exam, too — although of course that's not a recommended
strategy!)
You may have internalised this principle as 'You should try to simulate the exam while practicing'
— but it works in reverse, too.
If you've regularly practiced the constructs in a certain order, follow that same order on test day!
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On the preceding pages, we listed five factors that may influence your ordering of tasks on the UMAT
(and/or the importance thereof).
The second of those factors, 'overall pacing', determines only whether ordering should be a priority
for you. (The faster your average pace, the smaller the benefit you'll derive from doing the tasks in
the order that suits you best. At the extreme — if you 'naturally' work fast enough to finish the exam
without rushing — you'll probably find that the order of the constructs is immaterial, although even
then you'll still want to do each construct as a single, continuous 'batch'.)
The consequences of the first, third, and fifth factors ('personal strengths', 'individual schools'
stipulations', and 'consistency') are both self-explanatory and obvious.
If any of these 'pull' in opposite directions, consider the relative importance of those opposing factors.
For instance, if your top-choice school uses a formula in which the 'weight' of construct 3 is only 10%
— versus, say, 40% for construct 2, and 50% for construct 1 — then you should almost certainly save
construct 3 for last, even if it's your strong suit.
The most interesting factor — and the only one whose ramifications are anything less than perfectly
straightforward — is your preference of learning modalities.
In any event, you probably have a VERY strong affinity for your 'favourite' modality, regardless of
which one it might be.
Most people, after all, tend to gravitate toward familiar or historically reliable modes of absorbing
information. (Think back on the last few times you've needed directions. If you had any choice in the
matter, you probably used exactly the same 'modality' every time.) While 'practice makes perfect' is,
unfortunately, false, there's no doubt that 'practice makes permanent! Thus, your personal modes of
learning have almost certainly become LESS balanced — and more polarised (toward a single
preferred modality, whenever feasible) — with time.
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THE FOUR DIFFERENT LEARNERS

Let's look at the UMAT through the eyes of each of our four different learners.

THE VERBAL LEARNER
If you're the verbal (or, more formally, 'visuo-linguistic') learner, you've always been fascinated by the
written word.
You might take far longer than your friends to write papers — despite being an objectively better
writer — because you just can't bear to write a sentence that's less than perfect to you.
You might recall advertising slogans, trade names, or even random sentences that you saw weeks,
months, or even years ago.
You definitely have a deep intuition for written English — an intuition that's completely separate from
your 'feel' for the spoken language. To you, a sentence that looks good and a sentence that sounds
good are two altogether unrelated notions.
No matter what, if this is you, both of these descriptions should fit you:


You have little or no trouble 'translating' formal text into a more intuitively accessible form.
o

Upon request, you could explain the content of the text, in relatively simple (yet not
simplistic) terms.

o

Unlike some of your less verbally gifted classmates, you wouldn't dream of reading
the text aloud verbatim.



You process written material faster than most other people do.
o

This difference should be even more apparent with formal text — which takes most
people much longer to process, but which you can probably read (and understand!)
at essentially the same speed as anything else.

At this point it's worth noting that 'The Verbal Learner' is actually a misnomer. There are two subtypes of Verbal Learners — one type with a stronger intuition for 'big-picture' ideas, the other with a
stronger intuition for details.
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If you're a 'Big-Picture' Verbal Learner:


You ALWAYS, IMMEDIATELY, understand the purpose of anything written in the text (= WHY
the author decided to include it, or, equivalently, 'where the author is going with' it).



You may find it extremely difficult, or even impossible, to retain specifics without taking
detailed notes.



You probably have difficulty remembering anything that lacks concrete significance. If your
textbooks (or teachers) define terms FIRST — BEFORE giving examples — the definitions are
probably meaningless to you, until you get to the examples.



You can memorise information MUCH more easily once you've figured out the 'rhyme and
reason' of how the information is organised.

If you're a Detail-Oriented Verbal Learner:


Your memory of what you've read is more accurate AND more detailed than most other
people's.



You may benefit LESS from taking notes than others do — or even find that note-taking is a
distraction that interferes with your ability to retain information.



Your ability to memorise information is independent of how the information is organised.



You will readily notice details that contrast with most of the other information.

For each of these profiles, the 'default' priorities among UMAT constructs are clear-cut.
At the bottom of the pile for both types of Verbal Learners, of course, is the 'verbal desert' of construct
3.
In construct 2, 'context is king'; even specific details rarely make sense without the larger context. In
the overwhelmingly detail-oriented construct 1, on the other hand, 'context' rarely even exists in any
meaningful sense. Thus the two different types of Verbal Learners will have starkly different priorities
when it comes to these two.
Default order for Verbal Learners


Big-Picture Verbal Learners:

2, 1, 3



Detail-Oriented Verbal Learners:

1, 2, 3
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THE VISUAL LEARNER

There's an old saying that 'Seeing is believing'. If your version of that saying is 'Seeing is learning',
then, you're the Visual Learner ('visuo-spatial', if you're in the mood for formality).
If this is you, then, in essence, you're a grown-up version of the little boy or girl who's in love with
picture books.
If you're a Visual Learner, you should largely fit the following descriptions:


Given any material containing diagrams, illustrations, or other visual aids, you ALWAYS scan
those FIRST, before reading any of the accompanying text (even the captions on the visuals
themselves!).
o

Your understanding of the visuals is deep and immediate.

o

If there are enough visual aids — and if they are sufficiently well-chosen and detailed
— you may even find the accompanying text unnecessary.



Even with pure text, your understanding may still hinge on visual features.
o

Paragraph breaks (with empty lines between paragraphs) and adequate spacing will
be surprisingly important to you — especially in your own notes!

o

Even such things as font and text size will alter your intuitive 'feel' for the information.
(You can't change these things on the UMAT, of course, but you can mimic them
whenever you practice!)

Surprisingly — and importantly — Visual Learners are typically NOT any better than average at
drawing. (In fact, because Visual Learners are so often biased toward 'schematic' or functional
drawings, they are often worse than average at highly detailed art forms, such as portraiture.)
So, if you ranked the 'map' option lower because you don't like to DRAW maps, please go back and
reconsider that exercise!
The Visual Learner's default ordering of UMAT constructs should be obvious: At the bottom of the pile
lies the utterly non-visual construct 2; in the middle, construct 1, with its proliferation of visually
intensive graphs, charts, and diagrams; and at the top, of course, is construct 3, the Visual Learner's
pride, joy, and true undying love.
Default order for Visual Learners:

3, 1, 2
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THE AUDITORY LEARNER

Auditory Learners are like walking tape recorders.
If this is you, you've probably got a natural knack for 'networking' — and, more generally, for
effortlessly maintaining relationships of all kinds — thanks to a remarkable ability to remember so
many of the 'little things' that people say.
Music is like a direct line to your heart and soul. Entire songs become lodged in your mind, in
perpetuity, once you've heard them just once or twice. Anything that happened with music playing,
or to the sound of a memorable voice, you'll retain with otherwise impossible levels of clarity and
detail.
You might end a relationship simply because your partner has the 'wrong' type of voice, or is always
saying the 'wrong' things — or stay in one, if she/he has the 'right' voice and says enough of the 'right'
things!
Needless to say, if this is you, then written exams are probably not your favourite thing in the world.
You may even have branded yourself as someone who 'doesn't take tests well', or similar.
In an attempt to bridge the gap between auditory learning and written testing, you may find yourself
mouthing words as you read them.
As understandable as this habit may be, it WILL slow you down (by limiting you to the pace of speech,
which is typically much slower than reading) — and, worse, it will amplify the difficulty of most written
material (since written English, especially of the formal/academic variety, is fundamentally a different
language from spoken English!). If you tend to 'mouth words' as you read, you MUST try to rid
yourself of this habit!
On the UMAT, an Auditory Learner's priorities should align with the relative ease (or difficulty) of
'translating' each construct into imaginary dialogue.
Construct 2 — consisting, as it does, of literal dialogues — should be the runaway favourite. (Many
Auditory Learners attest that they've never seen anything so well suited to their strengths on an exam
before!) Then comes construct 1, which is a mixed bag: The goals and procedures can be 'spoken
aloud in your mind'; the material itself, not so much. At the bottom of the heap is construct 3, where
the 'auditory' component will most likely be limited to helping you remember a handful of step-bystep protocols.
Default order for Auditory Learners:

2, 1, 3
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THE HANDS-ON LEARNER

Hands-on (formally 'kinesthetic') learning is exactly what its name says. If this is your preference, then
your prime directive is simple: You need to DO stuff.


You will likely benefit from tasks that would just be 'busy work' for most other students.
o

You may even derive significant value from re-working problems and drills in the
same ways you've already done them! (This is a SIGNIFICANT EXCEPTION to the
usual principles of REVIEW, as described in the opening chapter of this guide. Take
note!)

o


Generally speaking, a large volume of repetitive practice will be your best friend.

Conceptual difficulty will be LESS of a barrier to success for you.
o

In many instances — given sufficient practice, of course — you'll be able to
compensate for a lack of intuition with the mental equivalent of 'muscle memory'.



You MUST limit yourself to highly relevant practice, using high-quality materials.
o

Remember: Practice doesn't necessarily make perfect, but practice makes permanent
— an observation that's especially apt for the Hands-On Learner.

o

ANY systematic differences between your practice materials and the 'real thing'
— even subtleties — will make the official exam seem awkward and unfamiliar.

If this is you, you should prioritise the UMAT constructs that are most amenable to 'mental muscle
memory'.
Your 'favourite' should be construct 3, for which much (though not all) of the strategy can literally be
codified into algorithms.
Between the other two, you might jump to the conclusion that construct 2 is less favourable, since it's
based on human emotions (which typically frustrate any attempt at 'rules' or 'methodology'). As you
practice, though, you'll discover plenty of common threads running through construct 2 (especially
the aim of reading the conversations, which should always be the same) — and, conversely, you'll find
that construct 1 never loses its novelty and unpredictability. And thus we have the following default
order.
Default order for Hands-On Learners:

3, 2, 1
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That's it for the discussion of learning modalities and their implications. Here's a tabular summary.
Preferred Learning Modality

Default Order of UMAT Constructs

'Big-Picture' VERBAL

2, 1, 3

'Detail-Oriented' VERBAL

1, 2, 3

VISUAL

3, 1, 2

AUDITORY

2, 1, 3

HANDS-ON

3, 2, 1

Don't forget that these default orders are exactly what their name says: default orders. They are not
inviolable prescriptions to be obeyed absolutely and unthinkingly.
Indeed, as noted earlier, you may be well advised to 'tweak' these orders according to your personal
strengths, the formulas used by specific schools, and/or your typical practice conditions.
Ideally, for the last of these factors, cause and effect should be switched: Having used the other factors
to order the constructs, you should start practicing in the same order.
However, if you've been using the same order for weeks or months, you may just want to 'ride it out'
— especially if your time management is consistently strong. (The order of the constructs only
matters if you run out of time!)
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WHAT ABOUT ORDERING WITHIN EACH CONSTRUCT?

You may want to consider 'sub-ordering' the problems within construct 1 and/or construct 3.
(Construct 2 has no 'sub-types' that can be recognised on sight.)

WITHIN CONSTRUCT 3

Consider your typical speed, accuracy, and confidence for each 'sub-type' of this construct (Pick the
Middle, Matrix, etc).
If you are MARKEDLY faster, better, AND more confident on any particular sub-type — 'AND', not 'or'!
— then, on your next practice exam, try doing all the problems of THAT sub-type FIRST (and then, of
course, going back and finishing the others).

WITHIN CONSTRUCT 1
A couple of different modifications are possible here. The effect of each is simply to put 'clustered'
problems EARLIER — thus maximising the number of problems that you can FINISH within any fixed
time.
Try these suggestions ONLY if


you're doing Construct 1 LAST, ••AND••



you do NOT typically finish the whole exam.

In any other case, you'll ultimately hit all the problems anyway, so your net time savings will be zero.
Worse, you'll waste time by tabbing back and forth through the problems in non-sequential order.
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If both bullet points above are true, consider these strategy modifications:


Find the source materials with 4-6 accompanying questions. (You can find these even while
tabbing forward at lightning speed; the appearance of the same visual 4-6 times in a row is
unmistakable.)
o



Do these problems FIRST.

If you're primarily a DETAIL-ORIENTED VERBAL learner...
o

Find the source materials consisting mostly or entirely of TEXT. Solve the problems
for THESE SOURCE MATERIALS FIRST.

o

The first time through, SKIP source materials consisting mostly of VISUAL AIDS
(graphs, charts, diagrams, etc).

o

Return to the source materials you skipped, and finish as many of the accompanying
problems as possible.



If you're primarily a VISUAL learner...
o

Find the source materials consisting mostly of VISUAL AIDS (graphs, charts, diagrams,
etc). Solve the problems for THESE SOURCE MATERIALS FIRST.

o

The first time through, SKIP source materials consisting mostly or entirely of TEXT.

o

Return to the source materials you skipped, and finish as many of the accompanying
problems as possible.

(The last two sets of modifications are exact opposites.)
__
At the end of the day, there's only one 100% reliable way for you to judge these strategies: Try them,
and see what happens.
Keep in mind, though, that these 'sub-orderings' are riskier than most other strategies.


First, by going in a non-sequential order, you'll definitely waste at least SOME time (by using
more keystrokes/steps back and forth). 'Sub-orderings' are worthwhile ONLY if they save
you MORE time than you waste by re-ordering and re-visiting problems.



Second, you need to RECORD the problems you SKIP! If you're careless about this, you might
end up inadvertently leaving multiple problems blank — with catastrophic effects on your
scores.
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EVERYTHING YOU KNOW IS WRONG: TEST-DAY EDITION

OK, the title is a bit exaggerated... but only a bit.

Below are three very common bits of advice. Like weeds in a garden, they seem to pop up in just
about any standardised testing scenario.
Typically, they're all passed on with good intentions, and they're all believed in good faith.
Oh, and, they're all completely wrong.
Let's begin.
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MYTH: YOU SHOULD GET LOTS OF SLEEP THE NIGHT BEFORE THE TEST
Fact: Ideally, you should get the same amount of sleep you'd usually get under similar
circumstances.
Objectively, this is just one specific aspect of 'Testing conditions should resemble practice conditions,
as much as possible'. In that sense, it's nothing new.
It's far too easy, though, to underestimate the importance of CONSISTENT sleep habits. Sleep is
fundamental in shaping all of our cognitive processes. Major irregularities in sleep, therefore, tend to
throw our minds into new, unfamiliar cognitive 'environments'.
Ironically, over-sleeping is the WORST thing you can do!
Think about how you feel after sleeping for an unusually long time: most likely groggy, slow,
uncoordinated, disoriented, irritable, hungry, and — ironically — sleepy.
If you sleep significantly more than your normal amount, you WILL feel like this — and, for several
hours at least, this zombie-like state will resist even megadoses of caffeine and/or other stimulants.
Short sleep, on the other hand, tends to lead to greater INITIAL alertness, especially if you're
caffeinated. Late afternoon or early evening will likely bring a 'crash' of truly epic proportions (don't
make big plans for the night!)... but by that point, the UMAT will already be several hours into the
past.
In fact, if you are an EXTREME 'night owl', you should EXPERIMENT with SHORT SLEEP — on purpose!
— before early-morning tasks. You may actually discover that this is the single best way to make
yourself more alert in the AM!
(If you're going to try this, you should experiment as extensively as possible IN ADVANCE; you should
also keep detailed journals of every possible variable, including sleep, caffeine/stimulants, food,
exercise, exposure to daylight, and stressors such as loud noise. And, of course, be prepared to catch
up on sleep the NEXT night!)
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MYTH: IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE EXAM, YOU SHOULD RELAX AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE
Fact: That's pretty much the worst thing you could possibly do.
Imagine that it's a bright, sunny day, and you're about to go outside.
Right before stepping out the door, would you want to spend time in a completely dark, windowless
room?
...Of course you wouldn't. If you were to venture directly outside from complete darkness, the
brightness of the sun would be literally blinding (and possibly even physically painful). Your eyes
would eventually adapt to the light, of course — but that adaptation would be neither quick nor
pleasant.
For exactly the same reason, it would be incredibly foolish to 'relax' immediately before the exam.
The sun is bright. This is a fact. You can go into as many dark rooms as you want; the sun will be just
as bright every time you come back out. Going into a dark room will have exactly one effect: it will
just amplify the apparent brightness of the sun.
Similarly, the UMAT is stressful. This is also a fact. 'Trying to make the UMAT less stressful' has the
same likelihood of success as 'trying to make the sun less bright' (i.e., zero percent). You can relax and
meditate all you want; the UMAT will still be just as stressful when you get (back) to it. 'Relaxation'
will have exactly one effect: it will raise your perceived stress level during the exam.
So, what should you do?
...Exactly the opposite.
The body is not particularly 'smart' when it comes to stress. From the standpoint of physiology, 'stress
is stress is stress'.
(Consider how your body — NOT your mind! — reacts to each of these: anxiety; excited anticipation;
sexual attraction; vigorous exercise; anger; loud noises. Most likely, all six reactions are surprisingly
similar!
If you write your responses — being careful to describe ONLY physical reactions, not emotional or
mental ones — you may end up writing exactly the same things 6 times in a row.)
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So, to diminish your APPARENT stress response to the UMAT, you should try to go into the exam room
FROM a physiologically stressful environment.
Do a workout. Listen to loud music. Walk past active construction sites. And so on. Basically, anything
that's the opposite of 'relaxing' (without wasting brainpower!).
Which brings us to the next myth.
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MYTH: YOU SHOULD ARRIVE EXTREMELY EARLY TO THE TEST CENTRE
Fact: If you end up loitering at the test centre, you've arrived TOO EARLY ... and this could very
well cause your performance to suffer on the exam!

The IDEAL time to arrive is AT the time indicated on your admission ticket — when you're first allowed
to begin the check-in process and/or other administrative tasks — with zero 'dead time' / 'loitering'
beforehand.
Obviously, you should not arrive literally at the last minute — because, simply put, you really, really,
REALLY don't want to wait 12 more months to take this thing. (Explaining to your parents why it's
suddenly become necessary for you to take a 'gap year' probably won't be much fun, either.)
Ironically, though, the added stress of being A LITTLE late could work in your FAVOUR — for the
reasons discussed on the preceding page.
Most importantly, though, DO NOT put yourself into the predicament of sitting idly in the test centre.
It's very unlikely that you'll be allowed to pace around the centre on foot, so you'll probably have to
sit still. This, in turn, will set your mind racing — almost certainly in thoroughly unproductive ways,
and at the cost of draining 'reserve brainpower'.
Worst case, you could accrue a significant amount of mental fatigue, just from going stir-crazy in the
test centre with nothing productive to do.
If you arrive well before the time on your admission ticket, STAY OUTSIDE THE BUILDING!
As mentioned on the previous page, get your body moving. Not only will this set a better stage for the
stress level of the test itself, but you'll also conserve your brainpower.
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